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FROM THE RABBI
One Book, One Congregation:
Changing the World from the Inside Out
We already have one book for the
whole congregation: The Torah.
But from time to time another
book comes along to catch our
fancy. As the Holy Days approach
our thoughts turn to change. The
season changes around us. We look
at ourselves and think about how
we can make changes for the better.
And as this is an election year and
voting by mail is already getting
under way, we think about how we
can change our nation and maybe the world for the better.
I have recently been reading and teaching and plan to speak
about change through the perspective of a book by Rabbi David
Jaffe, “Changing the World from the Inside Out.” I recommend
this to all of you and suggest that we read it as a community.
Perhaps we will even be able to get Rabbi Jaffe to join us online
at some point to discuss the book. Meantime I encourage you to
get it in whatever format works for you, and certainly encourage
you to support any of our local bookstores. The book combines
an idealistic vision of how to repair the world with practical ideas
exercises to help us turn the world that is into the world that
ought to be, become allies with others in this work and not feel
overwhelmed and burned out along the way.

important, and it’s good to have a passion for voting, but we
would be better off if all voters came out and gave a real
mandate to our elected leaders.
Of course, voting is not the only way to change the world.
Many have been organizing online, making phone calls, or
attending rallies in person to make a statement and hopefully,
as Gandhi reminds us, “be the change we want to see in the
world.”
As the Holy Days approach, in a year unlike any other in at least
a century, we may have more time alone with our thoughts
than ever before. Many are spending less time in planes, trains
and automobiles, giving us a little more time to reflect and to
remember what is important to us. In his classic book, The Path
of the Just, Rabbi Moshe Chaim Luzzatto wrote, “I have written
this work not to teach people what they do not know, but to
remind them of what they already know.” That is the goal of the
Holy Day season. I don’t think it comes as a surprise to any of
us what we are supposed to do to improve our own behavior
and to do tikkun olam, to repair the world. May this year, as
we prepare for the holy days, be a reminder to integrate that
behavior into our lives and use it to mend the world.

There are many ways that we can change the world. One of the
simplest, and yet one that is truly profound, is to vote and do
what you can to help others vote as well. Our Tikkun Olam
Committee is hard at work in association with the Religious
Action Center, RAC Illinois on a three part approach to the
election. We have young volunteers getting involved even
though they are not yet eligible to vote. We are fighting against
voter suppression, and we are looking for a commitment from
every eligible member of our community, simply a commitment
to vote.
We want to be a 100% voting congregation. Participating in our
representative democracy is not a partisan issue. It is in the best
interest of our nation to have every eligible voter participate.
Even if you are not particularly passionate about this election,
even if you believe your vote won’t make a difference, please
vote. It is a problem for our democracy that elections are often
swayed by zealots who have a passion for voting. Morality is
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FROM THE RABBI
A SYNAGOGUE IS NOT A GYM
Words matter. They reflect our
thinking and they shape our
thinking. They also convey
implicit messages. Sometimes
the message is one we do not
want to convey.
When it comes to synagogues,
one of the words troubling me
is member. Now I know what it
means. A member is someone
who is committed to and
identifies with a synagogue. We need members. I love
members.
But the word “member” is typically associated with a gym.
You pay a membership fee. And you have the right to use
facilities. This is a consumerist understanding of membership.
And that’s fine as far as it goes.
But when it comes to synagogues, we should not think of
membership in this way. Yes, in part, you pay a membership
fee and you come for the Days of Awe, B’nei Mitzvah and other
life cycle events. But membership in a synagogue is as much
about philanthropy as it is about consumption. It is
as much about identifying and supporting the Jewish
community as it is about taking a class or becoming a Bat
Mitzvah. As Rabbi Stuart Weinblatt puts it, “Even if you never
set foot in the synagogue, even if you never come to any of
our services or programs, even if you never avail yourself of
all that we offer, by being a member you support the Jewish
community. You make it possible for others to partake of all
that we provide, for a little more than the cost of most
monthly cable tv bills.” Wow.
Perhaps a better—but still imperfect—analogy is that
synagogue membership is like an insurance policy. As Rabbi
Weinblatt puts it again, “You pay a premium so it will be there
for you when you need it. A synagogue community, along
with its staff and clergy are there to help and offer assistance
during difficult times, to offer comfort, support and needed
services at a time of loss, as well as to celebrate happy times
and other life cycle events.”

hand, want you to take advantage of what we have to offer.
And over the last several months, many of you have. And even
if you have not, you have helped support us so that others can.
Thank you.
May you and yours be inscribed for a sweet and healthy year in
the Book of Life.

DO YOU HAVE
AN IDEA FOR A
PROGRAM?
We are always looking for
fun, inspiring and meaningful
ways to bring our
community together.

Let us know what your idea is
and who will champion it!
For more information,
contact Leah
at Lneiman@mymakom.org.

This analogy is still imperfect because an insurance company
generally does not want to pay your claim. We, on the other
Makom Solel Lakeside
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
MY MORNING WALKS
The last six months have
brought us challenges and
opportunities. In adapting to
our current -- and hopefully
temporary -- reality, we are all
exploring new things. For years,
the elliptical exercise machine
in our spare bedroom has been
my primary form of exercise,
but sheltering-in-place
prompted me to look for a
different and socially distant
way to exercise. In late April, I started taking daily morning
walks. My treks range from five to eight miles and I explore
different neighborhoods each day.
One of the best parts of my walks has been crossing paths with
fellow congregants. I bumped into Jeff Krakow while walking
through the Sherwood Forest neighborhood, stopped to chat
with Jenny and Ken Peters on Green Bay Road, and saw Susan
Shulman early one morning in her Ravinia neighborhood. I’ve
also seen Linda Chizewer walking near her home, waved hello
to Rabbi Ari Moffic who was walking the family dog, crossed
paths with Dan Levenson at West Ridge Park and saw Jen
Gordon and Pam Zasky at Rosewood Beach. I’ve also waved to
Dan Rubin and Steve Cohen who were speeding past me on
their bicycles.
My new routine also coincided with the start of my new role
at Makom Solel Lakeside. Early on, each walk gave to me an
opportunity to contemplate conversations I wanted to have
as I took on the role of president. I decided it was important
to connect with past presidents of both legacy congregations.
Some I knew very well, others I had never met. Everyone
was gracious with their time and the leadership lessons they
offered. While common themes emerged (they all thought the
fusion had gone well to date), each also had a clear philosophy
of leadership to offer. I listened intently and have been able to
and hope to continue to utilize their advice.
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Beyond thinking about Makom Solel Lakeside, I also use the
time to keep abreast of the news of the day -- not an easy
task. My preferred source is the WBEZ live stream. I enjoy the
depth of reporting at the local, national and international level,
although the news is often not uplifting. While our world faces
many challenges, I am buoyed by the amazing work we do as a
congregation. Whether it is our work with Refugee One, Reform
Illinois, the URJ’s Religious Action Center, or our Tikkun Olam
Committee, I am proud to be part of a community that has
passion for repairing our world.
On Shabbat mornings, my walk is longer, usually about seven
miles. My preferred route takes me from our house near Red
Oak School to Rosewood Beach. On the way to the lake, I listen
to the NPR broadcast, as I do on weekdays. After a brief pause
to look out over the lake, I turn back and start preparing for
Torah Study. I play two videos from the Makom YouTube
channel. I start with the Shabbat service which is a wonderful
mix of worship, song, study and reflection. While listening,
I sing along with Cantor O’Brien. The closing song is always
uplifting and helps me keep my pace going. After the worship
service, I listen to Rabbi Serotta’s D’Var Torah which gives me a
head start on the Torah portion we’ll discuss later in the
morning. While it’s labeled a D’Var Torah, it’s actually a mini
Torah service complete with Torah blessings, Mi Shebeirach.,
and Mourners Kaddish. It’s an action packed 10 minutes. The
conclusion of the service usually coincides with my arrival at
home. After a quick shower, I’m logged in for Torah study and
ready for more learning with a devoted group of over 40
congregants.
As I bring this column to a conclusion, I want to wish each of
you a Happy New Year. G’mar chatima tova - may each of you
be inscribed in the book of life for the coming year.
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NEW SHOES
When my oldest son, Ross, was
young he refused to get new
shoes! He would rather walk
around in shoes too small,
probably in pain, just because
he did not want to give
something up. I could never
understand why, as it seemed
so silly. If I only knew then what
I know now. Change is hard,
and sometimes, like during a
global pandemic, or our feet
growing bigger, we have no control over change. We resist
change because we focus on what we have to give up instead
of what we have to gain. Essentially, change means the letting
go of the old and encouraging something new to develop.
Something will become something else. We do not end up
where we started. The end result is very different or
completely different from where we started.

People want, need and crave community, something that I
feel will never change. Our community is unique, genuine and
special, and I am proud and grateful to be a part of it.

The month of Elul and the High Holidays encourage us to
experience gratitude. We carry that gratefulness with us into
the Jewish New Year, as we wish friends and family a Shana
Tova, a good year, filled with abundant blessing. But what if
through all the changes that have been thrown at us this year,
the gratefulness we experience during this holiday season
stayed with us in our hearts, minds and souls throughout the
entire year? Recently, we read from the Torah about Moses,
who was told he would never make it into the promised land.
Moses did not give up, but continued to lead the Jewish people
toward a place they could thrive. Today, during this time of
change and uncertainty, it is our responsibility to maintain and
grow our dream of our own promised land. I am in awe of the
generosity of so many who show financial support as well as
the many dedicated congregants who work tirelessly to make
sure we are engaging families in a way that is safe and will keep
We have just entered the Hebrew month of Elul, the auspicious us all healthy. Moses gave generously of himself so the Jewish
time before Rosh Hashanah. During the month of Elul we do
people would have a bright future. By making a commitment
the hard work to prepare ourselves and our souls for the
to Makom Solel Lakeside now, we are together ensuring that
upcoming High Holidays. As we reflect on the past year, we can future generations will have a spiritual home, a Promised Land.
all agree that change has been front and center. Change makes What does our promised land look like today and how will it
us grow, become more adaptable, and presents opportunity.
look in the years to come?
I experienced this first hand in May, when I began my own
personal journey as Executive Director of Makom Solel
If you have not yet sent in your membership commitment
Lakeside. I found it exciting to be part of a team that was
for the 2020-2021, please do so today. You are helping to
committed to thinking about how we could use what seemed
leave a legacy to future generations. I can say with complete
to be negative change into opportunities to intentionally
conviction, that we are all striving to reach the same goal of
engage the community in a meaningful way.
Kehillah Kedosha, a holy Community. Our Makom Solel
Lakeside community will continue to thrive, bring joy,
In Elul, we begin reciting Psalm 27, in which we refer to God
comfort and prayer today and in future.
as Ori- my light. As we examine our challenges and goals for
improvement, we see the light and how it can guide us to be
I am honored and humbled to serve as your Executive Director
better and stronger in the future. Community is so important
and am available for anything you need. You can reach me at
to me. In my own study of Judaism, I have learned from Jewish Hkrakow@mymakom.org or 847.433.3535 X232.
texts that community is not an option, but an obligation.
People, today more than ever, are craving meaningful
Shana Tova! May you and your loved ones be happy, healthy
experiences where they are accepted and treated with care.
and safe in 5781.

Makom Solel Lakeside
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TIKKUN OLAM

NOW’S YOUR CHANCE TO GET INVOLVED IN TIKKUN OLAM!
In past issues of the Kehillah Quarterly, we gave you the resources for you to get educated, make a
call, write an email or postcard, learn a new skill, and so forth. Since our Spring Issue, we have truly
arrived at a Moment. It’s a Moment that demands we take action as individuals and as a sacred
community. In the words of Congressman and Civil Rights leader John Lewis, of blessed memory:
“Ordinary people with extraordinary vision can redeem the soul of America by getting in what I
call good trouble, necessary trouble. Voting and participating in the democratic process are key…”
(NYTimes, July 30, 2020.) John Lewis’s call to do acts of Tikkun Olam should inspire us all. We have
two areas of focus in which we’d love your engagement—voting and anti-racism. If you have any
questions, contact the Tikkun Olam Committee co-chairs: Wendy Rhodes or Diane Zidman.

VOTE!
Working with RAC-IL (the statewide organizing arm of the Religious
Action Center), Makom Solel Lakeside is engaged in an important
Civic Engagement Campaign. Learn more by clicking here: https://
rac.org/rac-civic-engagement-campaign-2020-1 and check Makom at
Home for congregation-wide events.

3 Key Areas of Focus

1. Mobilizing our Voters. Ensure 100% of Makom Solel 		
Lakeside eligible voters are registered and 100% vote.
2. Engaging Students. Encourage all who turn 18 by 		
election day (November 3) to register and then vote.
Ensure your children and grandchildren are registered based
on their current residence, committed to vote and engaging
their friends to do the same.
3. Combating Voter Suppression. Help protect the voting rights of
all citizens. Phone bank to Wisconsin. Write postcards to six
targeted southern states. More opportunities coming.
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LEARN!
At the end of July, our Board and
Professional Staff participated
in training to sharpen their
skills for creating a more
welcoming environment at
Makom Solel Lakeside for
everyone.
We want to extend this
initiative congregation-wide
with an initial emphasis on
anti-racism. There have been
many programs and there will
be more. Learning about race
is a life-long journey and we
are committed to making that
learning available to you. Stay
tuned.
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FROM THE CANTOR
Introducing a Collection of 4 Jewish Songs for You and Your Loved Ones:
“And Your Sleep Shall be Sweet”
A few weeks ago, I received an
email from one of my Jewish
music colleagues with the title,
“silver linings summer.” The phrase
stuck with me, because it points
to the ways in which many of
us have searched for meaning
within our struggles these past
few months. Through the tedium
of quarantine, some of us have
found time to take up spiritual
disciplines such as regular Torah study, social justice advocacy,
or mindfulness meditation. Others perhaps have found the
opportunity to reconnect with our synagogue community, or
to reach out to those we love in deeper and more substantial
ways. While there is certainly a time for us to question
these privileges and assumptions, I would like to take this
opportunity in our Kehillah Quarterly to share with you one of
my “silver linings” to have emerged from these confusing and
disheartening times.
My “silver linings” story actually begins a few months before
Covid, during a conversation at Shabbat oneg with one of our
fellow congregants Bruce Mondschain. Bruce mentioned his
appreciation of a Jewish tradition known as Birkat Yeladim,
when parents offer ancient words of blessings from the Torah
to each child within the family on Friday nights. “Wouldn’t
it be so meaningful,” Bruce commented, “if we could record
these words of blessing so that families within our community
could take part in this tradition.” Like so many things before
Covid19… our busy schedules, comfortable routines, and
hectic lives prevented this beautiful idea from becoming a
reality.

Jewish melodies to bring comfort to our congregational family
during uncertain times. After further discussion, the recording
project now known as “And Your Sleep Shall Be Sweet” is born.
It is with great joy and humility that I offer you this
collection of four songs; a gift from the heart, that you and
your loved ones may find to peace, comfort, and a renewed
spirit from a good night’s sleep.
The album begins with Adon Olam, a well-known poem that
speaks of taking refuge in God’s presence within our lives: “In
Your (God’s) hands we entrust our soul, in our time of sleep
and awakening; even in saying goodnight, God is with me and
I shall not fear.” We continue with Hashkiveinu, a prayer asking
God to protect our souls from morning through night. Next
is the Shema, a prayer from the Torah about our belief in one
God that we recite “when we wake and when we go to sleep.”
The album concludes with the special blessing for the children
of our families on Friday night, entitled Yevarechecha. We pray
that each and every child in our community may know the
wisdom of our ancestors and may be blessed with God’s light
in their lives.
On behalf of all those involved in this creative process: we
hope you will listen to the music, sing with it if you can, hum
with it if you cannot. We pray that this music may become
a part of your daily lives as well as the lives of children and
grandchildren. It is through this sharing that we will inspire
the next generation to find strength in faith, and to continue
searching for silver linings.
L’shalom,
Cantor Jay O’Brien

Fast forward to the first weeks of shelter-in-place. A new
committee emerges from our Innovative Practices working
group to address the need for digital programming and social
media strategies to keep our community connected. On behalf
of the newly formed Digital Engagement Committee, Bruce
suggests the possibility of combining the aforementioned
Birkat Yeladim recording project with a wider collection of
Makom Solel Lakeside
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WHAT’S NEW
Refugees On The Move

Rick Schuster, retiring August 14
as Executive Director.

The Ngoyi/Mwamba family of 6, who our congregation has
co-sponsored with Refugee One since their arrival from
Rwanda in June 2019, has moved from Skokie to a new
apartment on the north side of Chicago in West Rogers Park.
We thank William and his team at Northside Movers who
efficiently and courteously moved the family on very short
notice.

As of August 14, Rick Schuster has officially retired as our
Executive Director…. Gone from the office, but not gone from
Makom Solel Lakeside! Rick first joined legacy Lakeside 32
years ago and raised his family there with his wife Mary.
Always an involved congregant, Rick is the person responsible
for starting the adult enrichment program that many of us
enjoy today. He served on the board shortly after his children
started religious school and eventually served as board
president where he was a part of the search committee that
found Rabbi Serotta. With his steady hand as Lakeside’s
Executive Director, Rick was a crucial part of the fusion
between our two congregations. I want to extend my personal
thanks as I have enjoyed many discussions over the past few
years about our community with Rick. I value his love for our
new makom and the thoughtful support he has provided to
all of us during the union of our two communities and our
first year together. After a transition period with Holly, our
new Executive Director, Rick is ready to step down and be
once again “just” a more involved congregant. Thank you,
Rick, for all you have done and all that you will continue to
do in the future!

The new apartment is well located for transportation near 3
bus lines, which we hope will provide more employment
opportunities. The 2 adults who were working before the
pandemic hit lost their jobs when the hotel at which they
worked closed. Fortunately, after some delay, they started
receiving unemployment compensation and the one-time
payments from the federal government. We hope by the
time you read this article those payments will start again.
Meanwhile, the adults are continuing with online ESL classes
and Mangaza also is taking classes to become a healthcare
worker. We were able to assist with rent for 3 months as a
result of a grant our congregation received from the Gilbert
and Eleanor Kraus Initiative for Immigrant and Refugee Justice
at RAC.

– Jen Gordon, VP of Administration
The 2 older children, Theresa (grade 5) and Stefano (grade 4),
will begin virtual learning in September at the nearby
Clinton School. CPS will provide at least one and, we hope,
two Chromebooks for the children. Coincidentally, the oldest
son of a sponsored family who arrived in 2018 attends
Clinton and reports on his education have been positive.
Clinton School is a little United Nations serving children who
speak 45 different languages.
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B’NAI MITZVAH SPOTLIGHT
Brody Edward Schultz

Renata Smoler

Brody Edward Schultz is turning
Bar Mitzvah on September 5,
2020. Brody lives in Highland Park
with parents Samantha and Scott
Schultz, and siblings Alexis (15)
and Ryan (9). Brody attends
Edgewood Middle School and
loves to golf and play soccer. He
has 2 cats (Charlie and Milo) and
plays the trumpet in the school
band. He loves Sports camp and
Golf camp. Brody is donating money and time to an animal
shelter for his mitzvah project as soon as he is able to due to
covid.

Renata Smoler, daughter of Robert
and Emma Smoler, is excited to
become a bat mitzvah on
October 10, 2020! Renata has a
younger brother, Jascha, who is
going into fourth grade. Renata
lives in Highland Park, but was born
and raised in a neighborhood in
Chicago, where she has many family
and friends to this day. Renata is
going into seventh grade at
Edgewood Middle School. She has played the violin for nine
years and currently enjoys playing in her school orchestra, and
at the Midwest Youth Artists Conservatory. Renata also dances
classical ballet and loves to perform in her school’s theatrical
productions. For her mitzvah project, Renata will be producing
and livestreaming a performance of an original song dedicated
to those in need during the current pandemic. The proceeds
for the sale of which will be donated to local relief efforts.

Jeremy Jonas Ross
Jeremy Jonas Ross is a 7th grader at
Caruso Middle School in Deerfield.
He looks forward to becoming a
Bar Mitzvah on October 9, 2020. He
has an older brother, Jordan, and 3
step-siblings, Lexi, Jake and Ashley.
He also has a Bichon-Poodle named
Bella. Jordan’s parents are Karen
Ross and Jay Shmikler of Deerfield
and Rustin Ross and Nicole Lev Ross
of Highland Park. His grandparents are Natan and Hannah
Schwalb of Omaha, Nebraska, and Alan and Susan Ross of
Highland Park. Jeremy enjoys participating in basketball,
reading mystery and non-fiction books, video games, hanging
with family and friends and going to Greenwoods Camp in
Michigan, where he is a fan of archery and cooking. Jeremy’s
interest in our current pandemic has inspired his mitzvah
project. Jeremy will be raising money to be donated for COVID
relief in the United States.
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Adam Cohen
Adam Cohen, son of Elizabeth and
Andrew Cohen and younger brother
of Daniel Cohen of Highland Park,
will be called to the Torah as a Bar
Mitzvah on Saturday October 10th,
2020. Adam is currently in 7th grade
at Edgewood Middle School.
Outside of school, Adam enjoys
theater, running, and spending
time with his friends and his dog,
Hudson. During the summer, Adam
goes to Camp Nebagamon in Lake Nebagamon, Wisconsin.
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B’NAI MITZVAH SPOTLIGHT
Alex Beaubaire

Samuel Wittenberg Taylor

Alex Beaubaire is excited to become
a Bar Mitzvah on October 17th.
Particularly as it will be a Zoom
service lessening his nerves with
fewer friends in the audience. Alex
lives in Deerfield with parents,
Jackie and Michael Beaubaire, his
big sister Kaitlyn, and his favorite
dog Sammie. He is the loving
grandson of Joan and the late
Robert Beaubaire and Sandra and
Robert Silver who live nearby as carpool to Hebrew was
essential grandparenting duties. As a multi-generational
member of the synagogue, Alex is fortunate to have his Uncle
Ross as President. With such connections and pressure, he
hopes to do his extended family proud. Alex is an avid athlete,
sometimes jock supporter, and active video game player. He
loves baseball, basketball and being right. He is a virtual
seventh grader at Shepard Middle School where he plays
basketball and enjoys trying new activities like frisbee football,
fishing and golf. Most importantly, Alex has a big heart which
he uses to protect his friends, care for those less fortunate, and
extreme love for his family members far and wide. For Alex’
mitzvah project, he is ……COVID has interrupted plans…stay
tuned!

Samuel (Sam) Wittenberg Taylor,
son of Michael and Abby Taylor and
brother of Henry Taylor, will become
a Bar Mitzvah on October 31, 2020.
Sam lives in Highland Park and will
be a 7th grader at Edgewood this
fall. Sam’s paternal
grandparents, Howard and Ruth
Taylor, live in Florida, while Sam’s
maternal grandmother lives in
Winnetka, IL. Sam enjoys skiing, baseball, reading and his
puppy, Cocoa Hope – who has been with the family since July
4, 2020. Sam adores Beber Camp – this would have been his
4th summer. For his Mitzvah project, he is working to collect
donations for Daily Giving. Daily Giving is a nonprofit
organization that works with 42 Jewish charities based in Israel.
Each day, Daily Giving donates funds to a different charity in
their network.

Mira Schmidt
Mira Schmidt will celebrate her Bat
Mitzvah on October 24, 2020. Mira
lives in Highland Park and attends
7th grade at Edgewood Middle
School. In her free time Mira
loves to play tennis, lacrosse and
softball and play with her two black
Labradors Super and Hero and her
22 lb Maine Coon cat- Sir Meows
A lot.
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Ryan Isaac Zlotnik
Ryan Issac Zlotnik will become a
Bar Mitzvah on November 7, 2020.
Ryan lives in Highland Park and is
entering the 7th grade at Edgewood
Middle School. His parents, Pam and
David Zlotnik are looking forward
to celebrating the milestone with
their other children, Alexander and
Lauren. Proud grandparents who
will also be celebrating Ryan are Marlene and Marshall
Hirshman of Northbrook and Carole and Alan Zlotnik of San
Diego. Ryan likes playing soccer, Xbox and hanging out with
friends. Over the summers, Ryan attends Camp Timberlane in
Woodruff, Wisconsin where he likes to water ski and play tramp
ball.
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B’NAI MITZVAH SPOTLIGHT
Josie Wolfe
Josie Wolfe is a 7th grader in the
Dual Language Program at
Northwood Junior High School in
Highland Park. She looks forward
to becoming a Bat Mitzvah on
November 28, 2020. Josie will share
this special day with her parents,
Rob and Stacey, older brother Sam,
younger brother Hanky,
grandparents; Sandi Friedman of
Buffalo Grove, Mitch Friedman of Lake Forest, David and
Elizabeth Wolfe of Deerfield. Josie loves ceramics, dance, and
baking. Josie is active in the school band, playing the french
horn, and participates in musical theater. Her favorite role so
far has been Winnie the Pooh in the Oak Terrace production
of Winnie the Pooh Kids. She also enjoyed working behind
the scenes for Beber Camp’s production of Mary Poppins last
summer. Josie’s mitzvah project involves helping those in the
community who are in need of support. She was looking
forward to being a camp counselor for The Nuestro Center,
using her Spanish skills to support young children receiving
academic and social support. While her plans to support The
Nuestro Center in Highwood have been halted by Covid, she
still plans to support this organization by collecting school
supplies and monetary donations.

Andee Miller
Andee Miller will be called to the
bimah on December 5th for her
Mitzvah ceremony. Her proud
parents, Stacy & Ned along with her
older sister, Stevee will be by her
side supporting and cheering her
on. Andee is in 7th grade at
Shepard Middle School in Deerfield.
From an early age she was bitten by
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the acting bug, she has always loved taking acting lessons and
auditioning for plays. Her favorite acting class is her Stage and
Screen camp, that puts on an original play each summer
written by the kids in the camp. She has been going to Stage
and Screen camp for 4 summers. During the school year she
takes classes with Piven Theater. When Andee is not on stage
she is happiest with her dog, Baelee by her side. Andee is also
very passionate about helping to find a cure for type 1
diabetes. Her first cousin was diagnosed with type 1 when he
was 3, the two of them are very close.

Sarah Muhl
Sarah Muhl, sister of Nate Muhl, and
daughter of Tracy and Charlie Muhl
will have her Bat Mitzvah on
December 12, 2020. Sarah lives
in Northbrook and attends NBJH
(Northbrook Junior High) in the
seventh grade. Her School activities
include choir and band, in which
she is an alto and a percussionist.
Outside of school, Sarah is a figure skater, participating in
the yearly Northbrook Ice Show. During the summer, Sarah
went to Northbrook Park District Skate and Dance Camp, and
Northwestern University Solstice Camp. As other interests,
Sarah often helps her Mother set up for political events. Sarah
was introduced to the Jewish community by her grandparents
Abe and Kate Katz, who live in Northbrook. She is interested in
learning the Hebrew language and its prayers. Sarah is working
hard and preparing for Bat Mitzvah in December.
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LIFE CYCLES
CONDOLENCES TO:

MAZAL TOV:

To the family of Esther Zager, mother of Zach (Linda) Zager,
grandmother of Daniel, Alyssa and Jeremy Zager.

The family of Arthur and Vanessa M. Ehrlich on the birth of
their granddaughter, Esme, this past spring.

To the family of Jay Schechter, brother of Lynn (Gary) Salit.

The family of Nancy Kullman as her mother, Carol Bekenstein
celebrated her 97th birthday on August 22nd.

To the family of Morton Goodman, brother of Sandy (David)
Kaminsky.
To the family of Marsha Rice, cousin of Eileen Berkson.
To the family of Sherwin “Dusty” Rhodes, father of Wayne
(Wendy) Rhodes, grandfather of Andrew and Emily.
To the family of Myron Lieberman, father of Beth (Jim) Keller,
grandfather of Joshua and Jonathan.
To the family of Phyllis Robin, sister of Faye Grossman.
To the family of Donna Strauss, mother of Michael (Cari)
Strauss.
To the family of Nancy Rappaport, sister of Barbara Volin.
To the family of Sherman Levie, father of Lynn (David) Reiner.
To the family of Carol Linch, sister of Gail (Don) Goldstein.
To the family of Julieta Sanchez, mother of Nestor (Beth)
Sanchez.

The family of Susan and Alvin Klein as they celebrated their
60th wedding anniversary on August 28
The famliy of Alice and Bob Kohn as they celebrated their 40th
Wedding Anniversary on August 31.
The Haney family as their son Alan Haney graduated this
month from ISU (Illinois State Univ) with a degree in
Geography and a minor in Geology! They are so proud of his
hard work. He even completed an internship over this
challenging summer, mapping a coral formation in Pahrump,
NV (about an hour out of Las Vegas).
The family of Susan and Richard Wellek as they celebrated their
60th Anniversary on Aug 20th. Their children gave them a
socially distanced family dinner with a gift to one charity from
a cause popular in each decade since 1960; therefore 7
charities were given donations in our honor. Nothing could
have made them happier.

To the family of Roma Hillsberg, stepmother of Richard
(Carol) Hillsberg.
To the family of Jerry Don.
To the family of Seymour Douglas Alsofrom, brother of Judy
(Rick) Fenton.
To the family of Shann Bulger, mother of David Valentine (Lucy
Gutman), grandmother of Dana and Fletcher Valentine.
May their acts of kindness and generous deeds serve as
inspirations and blessed memories for all who follow.
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FROM THE DIRECTOR OF LIFELONG LEARNING
Making a Weekly Habit
We usher in Shabbat every
Friday night; a surprise to no
one reading my words. As an
educator I have always taught
about Shabbat, encouraged
adults, families and students to
learn the brachot, prayers and
celebrate Shabbat. I love
Shabbat dinner where my
family has always cooked a
special Shabbat dinner. I am
now putting weekly Torah
Study into my Shabbat practice which I have found very
comforting during Pandemic Life 2020.
Since March 2020 when Makom Solel Lakeside closed its
physical building, but of course NOT its mission or
programming, I have been, as I like to call it, producing our
Torah study. Every week our group of about 60 people meet
by Zoom and discuss the weekly Torah portion with our
Rabbis: Moffic and Serotta. On Shabbat morning I descend to
my downstairs computer station and log on early as
everyone joins our Torah study group. We say hello, introduce
new guests and then begin to study. We use the app Sefaria
(sefaria.org) and I share my screen as we read the weekly
parasha together.

From August 21-September 18, (Erev Rosh Hashana) during
the Hebrew month of Elul, we prepare for the High Holy Day
Season. It will be different this year but I believe it can be just
as spiritual if you prepare. Find a Makom Kadosh, holy space in
your home, dedicate a set time to pray BEFORE the High Holy
days. If you need any help with the technology side of watching
at home, feel free to email me at VEhrlich@mymakom.org and I
will be happy to problem solve with you.
I end with the words of the great scholar AJ Heschel. His words
and thoughts on Shabbat and celebrating have always moved
me:
The meaning of the Sabbath is to celebrate time rather than
space. Six days a week we live under the tyranny of things of
space; on the Sabbath we try to become attuned to holiness in
time. It is a day on which we are called upon to share in what
is eternal in time, to turn from the results of creation to the
mystery of creation, from the world of creation to the creation
of the world. AJ Heschel, The Sabbath
Chag Samaech and here is to a happy HEALTHY New Year.

This has been a silver lining during the pandemic. It has forced
me to the take time to make a special place in my home to
study Torah each weeky. Following the flow of the Torah is
something I have done throughout the years when I helped
D’vrie Torah for our students and when I spent time at our
camp Olin Sang Ruby Union Institute. I have missed my time at
camp this year with its twice daily t’filah, services and it’s Torah
reading 3 times a week: Monday, Thursday and Shabbat. I am
lucky to now study and pray together each week with our
Makom community. These study sessions and t’filot, services
are open to our entire Makom community. The link for
Torah Study and the services is in our Makom@Home constant
contact every week. Try out Torah study, come to a weekly class
and add these always enlightening Shabbat sessions to your
calendar.
Makom Solel Lakeside
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MYMAKOM WOMEN
myMakom Women Happenings
The mission of myMakom Women is to provide a home
for the women of Makom Solel Lakeside to connect with
each other. A bit of a challenge these days, but some of our
members share their thoughts and feelings below:

teachers and many others to keep us informed and involved.
We have definitely learned to appreciate everything good in
our lives!
Margaret Burka

Although sheltering in place has been hard at times, being
able to spend more time around the house has had upsides
for me and my family. My son Alan was able to complete his
college work in a less stressful environment, with greater
support from our family. I have learned to bake sourdough
(like so many others), and my garden has never looked better.
The biggest downsides have been missing friends and social
activities (Looking at you Makom women), the absence of
exercise classes, and the lack of alone time for me and my
husband as a couple. Our mantra has been, “G’am zeh ya’avor”
“This too shall pass.” Be well all.
Elaine Haney

Just as we must wear masks to care for others, we must also
be kind to ourselves. Sure, I should be spending more time
de-cluttering my home, but binge watching 60’s/70’s crime
shows with my husband has been a fun chance to escape
and connect. Sure, I could be cooking homemade meals, but
supporting local restaurants with carry-out orders seems like a
good idea, too. Sure, running and biking outdoors is free, but
tap dancing and jazz classes on Zoom have been a fun way to
socialize and help small businesses. Sure, dying my hair blue
might not have been the best idea, but it made me laugh, and
sometimes that’s enough of a reason. Let’s cut ourselves some
slack! Linked below is an interesting article from the Jewish
Women’s Archive on “Covid-19” weight gain:
https://jwa.org/blog/its-ok-gain-weight-during-pandemic
Lee Rivlin

In many ways my life has a great deal of normalcy. I still
conduct much of my volunteer work via zoom, as I have been
doing for at least the last five years. I am still in contact with
friends from all over North America via social media and
zoom. I still have at least one project going on at all times that
requires extensive work on my computer. Good friends also
made sure that I was able to celebrate a significant birthday
with real human contact! And my niece was able to deliver a
healthy baby girl with her husband at her side in New York. But
what isn’t normal is the sorrow and frustration I feel for those
who are not in my situation. Every night I go to bed having
watched various news reports and it is difficult to see a
positive future, but I keep trying and I hope everyone keeps
trying to find hope, even if it takes another two years!
Janet Buckstein
This coronavirus has certainly thrown us all for a loop.
Cancelled travel plans, inability to visit relatives and friends in
person, worry about health, the economy, politics,
racism - very difficult. On the other hand, my husband and I
have been thankful for each other, for the ability given to us by
technology to stay in touch with loved ones from a distance,
and for all the efforts made by employers, our congregation,
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This very much extended time of quarantine has offered me
what I often soulfully crave, but rarely achieve, a slowing
down. And this slowing down has provided time to connect
my life more to what I value and what is satisfying: that is not
driving from one activity or errand to another! I do miss
hugging and for some weeks having our grandson at our
house. But, he is again coming weekly, and we have
instituted family zoom calls with everyone, including my 93
year old Mother, on a weekly basis. For us that has been a
silver lining.
This quieter time is marred mostly by the fact that so many
are suffering so much. I am always present with that, while
I delight in my garden and the birds.
Andy Amend
Stay well, everyone!

Makom Solel Lakeside

UPCOMING EVENTS

CHANGING THE WORLD

FROM THE
INSIDE OUT

Join Rabbi Ike and Ashley Plotnick for a four part
class about change through the perspective
of a book by Rabbi David Jaffe, Changing
the World from the Inside Out.

WEDNESDAYS
BEGINNING AUGUST 26TH
at 12:00pm
Watch for your weekly Zoom invitation.
Makom Solel Lakeside
1301 Clavey Road, Highland Park, IL 60035
(847) 433 - 3555| www.mymakom.org

adult enrichment
at Makom Solel Lakeside

FALL SCHEDULE

10:30 - 11:30am Program | Speaker begins at 10:30
Look for weekly zoom link in your Makom at Home emails.

October
4

“Who Are We Now as Americans or As American Jews?”
with Joyce Schrager and June Sochen

11

Cancel Culture?
with former religion reporter for the Chicago Tribute,
Manya Brachear Pashman

18

Get Out The Vote!
with Rich Amend and Rabbi Ike Serotta

25

What’s Happening in France?
with Rabbi Tom Cohen

November
1

Makom Solel Lakeside

8
15
22

What’s Next after the 2020 Election?
wih Religion Professor Ben Zeller
Adult Enrichment
with Leah Polin
Eliminating the stigma associated with Mental
Health and Raising Awareness
with No Shame On U founder Miriam Ament

December
6

Reader’s Theater
with Makom Solel Lakeside member Mary Solof

2020: Election of A Lifetime
with Jim Kenney, founder of Common Ground
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UPCOMING EVENTS

SAVE THE DATE

SCHOLAR-INRESIDENCE

Friday, April 30 to
Sunday, May 2, 2021

RABBI EMERITUS DOV TAYLOR
AT MAKOM SOLEL LAKESIDE

FRIDAY
APRIL 30

Shabbat Evening Sermon with Rabbi Taylor| 7:30pm
Service followed by a festive Oneg Shabbat with home-baked sweets.

SATURDAY
MAY 1

Shabbat Morning Torah Study in the library | 9:15pm with Rabbi Taylor

SUNDAY
MAY 2

Morning discussion of Contemporary Jewish Issues with Rabbi Taylor

Shabbat Morning Minyan in the chapel | 10:45am with Rabbi Serotta
Afternoon Presentation in the library | 12:00pm with Artist Judith Taylor

10:00am in the social hall

In the hope that good health will prevail next spring, please mark your calendars
and welcome Rabbi Emeritus Dov Taylor and his wife, Judith, as he returns
for a stimulating and thought-provoking Scholar-in-Residence weekend.
Rabbi Taylor served at legacy Solel for 25 years, from 1984 to 2009.
Makom Solel Lakeside
1301 Clavey Road, Highland Park, IL 60035
(847) 433 - 3555| www.mymakom.org
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Adding to your

HIGH HOLY DAY
TOOL KIT
Rabbi Ike Serotta will teach us how to feel
comfortable with the High Holy Days at home and
on-line, and share insights from the past that will
guide us now and in the future.

Dates: 8/18, 8/25, 9/1, 9/8, 9/15, 9/22
at 2:00pm
Watch for your weekly Zoom invitation.

"And Uour Sleep Shall Be Sweet"
Blessings by Cantor Jay
Cover artwork by Susan Mason

Enjoy a Special Gift
to Our
Congregational Family
A collection of relaxing and soothing melodies
from Jewish tradition, to help prepare the spirit for
a restful and restorative night of sleep.
Recorded for and dedicated to the wonderful
community of Makom Solel Lakeside.

https://soundcloud.com/u
er-307194215/sets/and-your-sleep-shall-be-sweet
Makom Solel Lakeside
(847) 433 - 3555| www.mymakom.org

Makom Solel Lakeside

20 minute recording
includes the following songs:
1. Adon Olam
2. Hashkiveinu
3. Shema
4. Yevarechecha
(original melody by Cantor Jay)
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NEW WAYS TO SHARE LIFE’S BLESSINGS

Ways to recognize people you love and occasions that are meaningful
Most of us are fortunate to have fostered rich and rewarding relationships with family
members, special friends and mentors. These associations are often tracked
by major life cycle events such as birth, b’nai mitzvah, marriage,
baby namings, anniversaries, honorific events and death.
What better way to express your affection than to participate in a permanent
acknowledgment that offers opportunity for personalization as well as support for our
synagogue community. As a result of the consolidation between the two congregations,
there are now three ongoing displays earmarked for recognition possibilities:

Tree of Life
Located in the gallery
area off our main
lobby, our Tree of Life
commemorates life’s
joyous occasions. You
may purchase and custom
inscribe a leaf ($180)
or a stone ($1,800).

Kiddush Cup Display
Kiddush Cups hold a personal significance
to Rabbi Serotta. Honor him and support
Makom Solel Lakeside by purchasing a cup
to add to the collection housed in the
display case that is designed to emulate a
Torah scroll. On every Shabbat, the cup for
that particular week will be used for
the service.
• Each cup comes with a customizable,
engraved message.
• You can select from cups that the office
has to offer, or you may contribute your
own.
• You can choose a date that is of special
importance to you.
• The weekly Kiddush Cups (including the
engraving) are $500; there are also
major Jewish holiday cups available for
a higher amount

Memorial Tree
Located in the east
corridor near the chapel,
our Memorial Tree is a
legacy to those who have
passed but who left a
strong imprint on the lives
they touched. You may
purchase and custom
inscribe a leaf ($180) or
a Hebrew letter ($1800).
The Hebrew letters
translate to ‘may their
memories be a blessing’.

The display is located in the south lounge
across from the Administrative Wing.
ALL RECOGNITION DISPLAY PURCHASES ARE 100% TAX DEDUCTIBLE. CONTACT THE OFFICE FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS.
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MAKING A GIFT

Making a Gift
Would you like to make a donation in honor of or in memory of a family member or close friend
through Makom Solel Lakeside? Choose among several funds to direct your contribution to
the cause you believe is most appropriate.
Fill out checks to Makom Solel Lakeside and designate your fund preference on the memo line;
or call/email Stephanie at ssohn@mymakom.org for payment by credit card, stock,
or alternative arrangement.
General Fund

Adult Enrichment

Provides the Oﬃcers and Directors ultimate ﬂexibility
to use ﬁnancial gifts where they are needed most.

Helps to ﬁnance a wide variety of Sunday morning speakers,
Tuesday night clergy classes, ﬁlm and book groups, travel
opportunities, morning minyans and a number of events
that keep Makom Solel Lakeside rich, vibrant and fulﬁlling
from college age to senior status.

Human Needss
Includes Tikkun Olam / Social Action initiatives,
contributions to worthy social justice institutions, and
support for members who require some form of ﬁnancial,
emergency or life-sustaining assistance.

Shalom Circle
Promoted by clergy, the fund supports enhanced
programing for all ages and collaborates with all areas of
Makom Solel Lakeside to create innovative, impactful,
engaging opportunities in terms of interfaith dialogue,
music, provocative intellectual stimulation, and
impassioned spiritual experiences both within and
outside the walls of the synagogue.

Security Fund
Help to safeguard the Makom Solel Lakeside building, its
children, members and staﬀ. Pays for security guards at all
worship events, Lev Learning / Religious School classes, and
many special events. Also ﬁnances ongoing training
programs and security enhancements to our physical
structure.

Legacy Funds
L’dor V’dor. Nothing is more important than the legacy we
leave. The strength of our endowment and bequest funds is
the gift we give to our children. This is how we can pass on
wondrous moments we have gleaned from our years at
Makom Solel Lakeside and our legacy congregations.
Support in this way allows us to provide future generations
with the lessons and luster of our experience. And fund
investment income helps us with current operations.

Lev Learning (religious school)
Helps to ﬁnance our fabulous religious school and Hebrew
curriculum including our wide-ranging madrichim program,
our vibrant youth group and a host of special projects and
activities.

Makom Solel Lakeside
1301 Clavey Road, Highland Park, IL 60035
(847) 433 - 3555 | www.mymakom.org

Makom Solel Lakeside

myMakom Women
This organization inspires the women of our congregation
to connect in many diﬀerent ways all through a Jewish lens.
Donations support a variety of social, spiritual and educational experiences. The group also has a ﬁrm commitment
to social justice.

Music
Helps to support our outstanding volunteer choir,
professional musicians and the special programs led by
Cantor Jay O’Brien. This fund also provides ﬁnancial
assistance to help ﬁnance our High Holy Day vocal
quartet, to purchase needed sheet music and other
sound equipment.

Building Fund
Similar to our homes, the Makom Solel Lakeside facility
requires ongoing investment to maintain a clean, well-run
operation in which all components are properly monitored
and in good repair: HVAC, kitchen, plumbing, electric,
lighting, painting, landscaping, etc.: all must be managed
and funded.

Rabbi Evan Moﬃc Discretionary Fund
The use of these funds will be determined by and at the
discretion of Rabbi Moﬃc but will be consistent with the
values of Makom Solel Lakeside.

Rabbi Isaac Serotta Discretionary Fund
The use of these funds will be determined by and at the
discretion of Rabbi Serotta but will be consistent with the
values of Makom Solel Lakeside.

Cantor Jay O’Brien Discretionary Fund
The use of these funds will be determined by and at the
discretion of Cantor O’Brien but will be consistent with the
values of Makom Solel Lakeside.
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TRIBUTE FUNDS
General Fund
Chris & Linda Marder
Susan & Richard Wellek
Ana Bach
In memory of Marcelo Bach
Marcia & Bruce Balonick

Harold & Linda Chizewer
In memory of Gary Meyers
Ron & Cindy Eagle
In memory of Joan Eagle
Ross & Susan Erlebacher

In memory of Gary Meyers

In memory of Gary Meyers

In memory of Julieta Sanchez

In memory of Dusty Rhodes

Ed & Judy Bederman
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Susan & Marc Benjamin
In memory of Natalie Caplin
Robert & Babs Benton
In memory of Ann Wolff
Alan & Andi Berkowitz
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Eileen Berkson
In memory of Marsha Rice
Amy Blechman
In memory of Gary Meyers
In memory of Archie Ward
In memory of Bob Luskin
Mark & Lexis Blitstein
In memory of Shirley Blitstein
In memory of Simon Blitstein
Laurie Blitzer
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Blair Brenner
In memory of Gary Meyers
In memory of Marilyn & Murray Schiffman
In memory of Phyllis Robin
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In memory of Nancy Rappaport

In memory of Myron Lieberman
Sherry & Eddie Fox
In memory of Gary Meyers
Sandra Friedman
In memory of Sylvia Franklin Applebaum
Helene Gerstein
In memory of Carol Linch
Ruth Gilbert
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Faye Grossman
In memory of Eve Levey
Jill Kaplan
In memory of Phyllis Robin
Barbara & Dennis Kessler
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Betsy & Scott Lassar
In memory of Dusty Rhodes
Steve Libowsky & Sue Berman
In memory of Margie Ulman
Lynne Lieber
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Sheila & Jack Marks
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko

Makom Solel Lakeside

TRIBUTE FUNDS
In memory of Dusty Rhodes

In memory of Renate Spiegel

In memory of Gary Meyers

In memory of Dusty Rhodes

In honor of Shane’s Bar Mitzvah

In memory of Meyer Turner

Gail Marovitz
In memory of Stanley Florsheim
Larry & Susie Mason
In memory of Dusty Rhodes
Allan Muchin
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Jeremy & Abbie Pappas
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
William Rosen
In memory of June Rosen
Charlene Saper
In appreciation for all the Zoom classes
Julie & Bob Schlossberg
In memory of Gary Meyers
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Rick & Mary Schuster
In memory of Esther Zager
Gail Segal
In memory of Carol Linch
Debi & Rick Shandling
In memory of Aaron Krichevsky
Frances “Sugar” Shankman
In memory of Leslie Shankman
Joseph Steinberg
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Fred & Brenda Turner
In memory of Gary Meyers
In memory of Joseph Spiegel

Makom Solel Lakeside

In memory of Julieta Sanchez
In memory of Alfred Wildberg
In memory of Iris Kirshner
Barbara Volin
In memory of Louis Volin
In memory of Nancy Rappaport
Ellen Diamond & Sherwin Waldman
In memory of Gary Meyers
Caren & Michael Wax
In memory of Arnold Goldman
Susan & Richard Wellek
In memory of Gary Meyers
In memory of Carol Linch
Annette Westheimer
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Michele Wrubel
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko

Rabbi Serotta Discretionary Fund
Andy & Rich Amend
Eileen Berkson
In memory of Ben Berkson
Abby, Jordan, Sage & Phoenix Chalfin
In memory of Donna Strauss
Cole-Crone Family Foundation
Eli Fischer
In memory of Harrison Fischer
Nancy & Marvin Himmelstein
In memory of Donna Strauss
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TRIBUTE FUNDS
Holly & Marc Lichtman
In memory of Beverly Strellner
Laura Sauer
In honor of Makom Solel Lakeside Clergy & Staff
Debi & Rick Shandling
In honor of Trevor & Margaret’s wedding
Robert & Stacey Wolfe
In memory of Ann Wolff

Rabbi Moffic Discretionary Fund
Lila Bondy
In memory of Nancy Rappaport
In memory of Carol Linch
In memory of Julieta Sanchez
Eli Fischer
In memory of Bertha Herold
Howard & Judith Friedman
In honor of Rabbi Moffic
Diane Gordon
In honor of Hannah Moffic’s Bat Mitzvah
Alyssa & Jason Gordon
In honor of Hudson Gordon
Richard Greenberg
In memory of Dolores Greenberg Shippenberg
David & Arline Kallick
In memory of Elizabeth Kallick
Betsy Karp
In memory of Eva Karp
In memory of Jack Karp
Nancy Kullman
In memory of Gary Meyers
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Meredith Potter
In honor of Rabbi Evan Moffic
Edie Reece & Phil Goldberger
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko

Cantor O’Brien Discretionary Fund
Diane Gordon
In memory of Nettie Mednick
Rick & Mary Schuster
In honor of Shavuot Service by Jay O’Brien

Music Fund
Ed & Judy Bederman
In memory of Gary Meyers
Bob & Babs Benton
In memory of Dusty Rhodes
Harold & Linda Chizewer
In memory of Dusty Rhodes
Darryl & Michael Ebner
In memory of Gary Meyers
In memory of Dusty Rhodes
In memory of Julieta Sanchez
Ross & Susan Erlebacher
In memory of Julieta Sanchez
Belinda Gold
In honor of Cantor Jay O’Brien
Jeffery & Judith Golden
In memory of Dusty Rhodes
Barbara & Dennis Kessler
In memory of Dusty Rhodes
Nancy Kullman
In memory of Julieta Sanchez

Makom Solel Lakeside

TRIBUTE FUNDS
Larry & Susan Mason

Diane Gordon

In memory of Phyllis Dolinko

In memory of Gary Meyers

In honor of the extraordinary service of
Rick Schuster as Executive Director

In memory of Harry Mednick
Alan & Carol Greene

In honor the Co-Presidency of Holly Krakow
& Rob Linder

In memory of Clarabelle Lake

In memory of Gary Meyers

In memory of Jerry Greene

Cynthia & David Portugal & Family
In memory of Caryl Susman
Wayne & Wendy Rhodes
In memory of Julieta Sanchez
Rick & Debi Shandling
In memory of Jack Shandling

Adult Enrichment Fund
Paula Berk
In memory of Helen Cooper
Andy Cooper-Finkle & Stuart Finkle
In memory of Irving Brunstein
Nancy Kullman
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
In memory of Dusty Rhodes
Lynn & Gary Salit
In memory of Mae Wolfson

Education Fund
Jan & Jerry Wolf
In memory of Gary Meyers

Human Needs Fund
Kenneth & Roberta Brown
With gratitude to our Rabbis Moffic & Serotta
Darryl & Michael Ebner
In loving memory of Herbert Tucker

In memory of Marvin Greene
In memory of Richard Allen Lake
Jack Kaplan & Marian Macsai
In memory of Ann Wolff
Isabell Mann
In memory of Richard Mann
Sharon & Mike Stein
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko
Sue, Tom & Elinor Tolpin
In memory of Sherman Levie
Jan & Jerry Wolf
In memory of Fanny Wolf
Dottie Zoller
In memory of Joe Zoller

Lev Learning
Robert & Paula Berk
In memory of Irving Brunstein

myMakom Women
Rich & Andy Amend
Kathy & Ron Emanuel
In memory of Ann Wolff
Pamela Lipton
Joseph Steinberg
In memory of Phyllis Dolinko

Shalom Circle
Jeffery & Judith Golden
In memory of Myron Lieberman

Makom Solel Lakeside
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Rabbi Evan Moffic (rabbievan@mymakom.org)
Rabbi Isaac Serotta (rabbiike@mymakom.org)
Cantor Jay O’Brien (cantorjay@mymakom.org)
Executive Director: Holly Krakow (hkrakow@mymakom.org)
Executive Coordinator & Assistant to Clergy:
Amy Blechman (ablechman@mymakom.org)
Director of Congregational Learning: Ashley Plotnick (aplotnick@mymakom.org)
Director of Lifelong Learning: Vanessa M. Ehrlich, RJE (vehrlich@mymakom.org)
B’nai Mitzvah Coordinator: Simcha Ackerman (sackerman@mymakom.org)
Graphic Designer: Rikki Carl-Goldberg (rcarl@mymakom.org)
Director of Communications: Leah Neiman (lneiman@mymakom.org)
Administrative Assistant: Stephanie Sohn (ssohn@mymakom.org)
Congregation President: Ross Erlebacher (president@mymakom.org)
The Kehillah Quarterly deadline is the first of August, November, February and May.
Any material received after that date will be held until the following issue.

AFFILIATED WITH THE URJ SINCE 1955

OFFICE HOURS
Monday.......................................................

9:00am - 5:00pm

Tuesday .....................................................

9:00am - 5:00pm

Wednesday.................................................

9:00am - 5:00pm

Thursday....................................................

9:00am - 5:00pm

Friday.........................................................

9:00am - 3:00pm

MAKOM SOLEL LAKESIDE
1301 Clavey Road, Highland Park, IL 60035
Phone: (847) 433-3555 | www.mymakom.org

facebook.com/mymakom
@mymakom
https://www.mymakom.org

